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1,4-Dihydropyridine (DHP), an important class of calcium antagonist, inhibits the influx of extracellular Ca+2 through L-type
voltage-dependent calcium channels. Three-dimensional (3D) structure of calcium channel as a receptor for 1,4-dihydropyridine
is a step in understanding its mode of action. Protein structure prediction and modeling tools are becoming integral parts of the
standard toolkit in biological and biomedical research. So, homology modeling (HM) of calcium channel alpha-1C subunit as
DHP receptor model was achieved. The 3D structure of potassium channel was used as template for HM process. The resulted
dihydropyridine receptor model was checked by different means to assure stereochemical quality and structural integrity of the
model.This model was achieved in an attempt to understand the mode of action of DHP calcium channel antagonist and in further
computer-aided drug design (CADD) analysis. Also the structure-activity relationship (SAR) of DHPs as antihypertensive and
antianginal agents was reviewed, summarized, and discussed.

1. Introduction

Voltage-gated calcium channels play an integral role in
the entry of Ca2+ ions into excitable cells and are also
involved in a variety of calcium-dependent processes,
including muscle contraction, hormone or neurotransmitter
release, gene expression, cell motility, cell division, and
cell death [1, 2]. The isoform alpha-1C gives rise to long-
lasting (L-type) calcium currents. They are blocked by 1,4-
dihydropyridines (DHPs) such as nifedipine, phenylalky-
lamines such as verapamil, and benzothiazepines such as
diltiazem [3]. Voltage-dependent calcium channels are mul-
tisubunit complexes, consisting of alpha-1, alpha-2, beta,
and delta subunits in a 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 ratio. The channel activ-
ity is directed by the pore-forming and voltage-sensitive
alpha-1 subunit. In many cases, this subunit is sufficient
to generate voltage-sensitive calcium channel activity that
displays the major electrophysiological and pharmacolog-
ical properties of the full-fledged heteromeric channels
[4–7].

DHP is the most feasible heterocyclic ring with various
substitutions at several positions [8]. The discovery that
the 1,4-dihydropyridine class of calcium channel blockers
inhibits the Ca2+ influx represents a major therapeutic
advance in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, such
as hypertension, angina pectoris, and other spastic smooth
muscle diseases [9]. The most feasible position for sub-
stitution is the 4-position which exhibits various calcium
channel antagonist activities [10] and the heterocyclic ring
is the common feature for various pharmacological activities
such as antihypertensive, antianginal [11, 12], antitumor [13],
anti-inflammatory activity [14, 15], antitubercular activity
[16], analgesic activity [17] and antithrombotic [18, 19]. It
binds to L-type channel and also shows action by binding
to N-type channel [20]. The DHP class of compounds,
in which nifedipine is the prototype, has been the aim
of many structure-activity relationship studies [21–28]. 1,4-
DHP nucleus is capable of recognizing comparatively small
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Figure 1: Sequence alignment between the amino acid sequence ofmodel and that of KcsA. Red lines are chain break, dashes are inserted gabs,
color code: blue = identical, sky blue = similar (color intensity decreases with similarity decrease), and white = no similarity; model = DHP
receptormodel amino acid sequence; 2A9H = the amino acid sequence of the template KcsA; numbers from 1 to 480 are amino acid sequence
ruler.

differences in sequence associated with the generation of
Ca2+ channels splice variants [29].

The number of known protein sequences is 50 times as
that of the 3D protein structures. This gap hinders evolution
in many areas of biochemistry because a protein sequence
provides littlemeaning outside the context of its 3D structure.
The disparity is less severe than the numbers might suggest
because different proteins often adopt similar 3D folds [30].
As a result, each new protein structure can serve as a model
for other protein structures. As an approach to understand
the mechanism of action of DHPs, splicing veracity, and
selectivity, 3D structure of L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channel
alpha-1C was developed by means of homology modeling.
Furthermore, SAR of DHP was reviewed, summarized, and
discussed.

2. Experimental Protocol

The protocol used to develop the DHP model is divided into
three phases: sequence alignment, model construction, and
model evaluation.

2.1. Sequence Alignment. The model was constructed using
amino acid sequence of voltage-dependent L-type calcium
channel subunit alpha-1C (code CAC1C HUMAN Q13936
isoform 20) obtained from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot sequence
database [31, 32]. Coordinates of potassium channel KcsA

atoms in their closed conformation were downloaded from
the RCSB Protein Data Bank (code 2A9H) [33]. Amino acid
sequences of S5, S6, and P-loops in between for the four
repeats (I–IV) (262–413, 645–760, 1023–1173, and 1354–1483,
resp.) were used for sequence alignment with the amino acid
sequence of KcsA as proposed by Zhorov et al. [34] (c.f.
Figure 1).

In order to favor valid superimposition of the residues,
the sequence of each repeats was organized as S5, S6, and
P-loop, allowing for a more flexible inspection of the results
and easier corrections (c.f. Table 1). The amino acid sequence
of repeats I and III, has long extracellular loop which would
decrease the quality of the generated model, so amino acid
sequences (301–341 and 1064–1095) were excluded from
repeats I and III, respectively. Since the template is 88
residues shorter than the target protein, gaps were inserted
to achieve best sequence similarity and identity without
affecting sequence alignment proposed by Zhorov et al. [34].

2.2. Construction of the DHP Receptor Model. The modeling
procedure consisted of two steps: model construction from
template and refinement of loops. The above described
sequence alignment file was used as input for the MOD-
ELLER 9v4 program [35] with the high-resolution NMR
structure of potassium channel KcsA available in the RSCB
Protein Data Bank (PDB entry 2A9H) as template for the
3D structure. Molecular modeling studies were performed
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Table 1: Amino acid sequences of L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channel alpha-1C and potassium channel (KcsA) used for homology modeling
of DHP receptor.

S5
KcsA 23 ALHWRAAGAA TVLLVIVLLA GSYLAVLAER GAP GAA-
Repeat I 262 I KAMVP L LH I ALLVLFVI I I YAI I G LELFM GKMHKT-
Repeat II 645 LNS VR S I A S L LLLLF LFI I I FSLLGMQLFG GKFNFDE
Repeat III 1023 FVA I R T I G N I VIVTT LLQFM FACI GVQLF K GKLYTC-
Repeat IV 1354 I KS FQ A LP YV ALLIV MLFF I YAVI GMQVFG KIALNDT

P-loop
KcsA 59 L I SYPDALWW SVETATTVGY GDLY P VT - - -
Repeat I 298 CYN342GI TNF D N FAFAMLTVFQ C I TMEGWTDV L YWVNDAVG R
Repeat II 682 MQTRRSTF D N FPQS L LTVFQ I LT G EDWNSV MYD G I MAYGG PSFPG - - - -
Repeat III 1059 SDSSK1096FDF D N VLAAMMALFT VS T F EGWP EL L Y R S I D S HTE DKGPIYNYR
Repeat IV 1391 T E INRNNN FQ TF PQA V LLLF RC AT GEAWQD I ML ACM PGKK CAPESEPSNS TEGETPCGS

S6
KcsA 86 LWGRCVAVVV MVAGITSYGL V FAAVATWF V GREQ
Repeat I 379 DWPWIY FV T L I II GSFFVLN LVLGV LS G E F SKERE
Repeat II 727 MLVC IY F I I L F I CGNYILLN VFLA I AV D N L ADAE
Repeat III 1140 V E I S IF F I IY I III AFFMMN IFVGFVIVTF QEQG
Repeat IV 1450 SFAVFYFISF YMLCAFLIIN LFVAVIMDNF DYLT
(i) Residue number is in the left of one letter code for the first residue and site of exclusion.
(ii) Active site residues are bold and underlined.

using the Accelrys Discovery Studio structure modeling
package version 2.5 running on Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
personal computer. The model sequence, template structure,
and sequence alignment were used as input files to build
the model. Loops can be defined automatically from the
model to a template sequence alignment. The MODELER
Loop Refinement-DOPE-Loop method [36] was used for
initial refinement of the loop conformation after model gen-
eration. The model side-chain conformation was optimized
based on systematic searching of side-chain conformation
and CHARMm energy minimization using the ChiRotor
algorithm [37]. Five models were obtained from the first step
of molecular modeling. These models were subjected to a
comparison based on the best scores to reveal the differences
among them. The model with the lowest energy and the
lowest restraint violation was selected for the second step.

Secondly, the loops between helices were subjected to
refinement while keeping the start and end residues con-
strained. This procedure is based on the idea that trans-
membrane helices are much less flexible than loops, thus
permitting to produce a sounder core alignment if the
integrity of the helices is conserved. The more unpredictable
loops can bear themore important differences. ACHARMm-
based protocol [38] that optimizes the conformation of a
contiguous segment (i.e., a loop) of a protein structure was
used for loop refinement. It is based on systematic conforma-
tional sampling of the loop backbone and CHARMm energy
minimization. This approach can be used to refine a loop
structure from a homology model as well as to optimize
a segment of the protein experimental structure where the
structure is poorly defined.

The homology modeling (HM) phase was followed by
the model evaluation phase. The stereochemical quality and
structural integrity of the model were tested by RAMPAGE,
ERRAT, MolProbity, ProSA, and Verify3D software.

2.3. Calcium Binding. Finally, the hydrogen atoms were
added to the structure. The AMBER force field parameters
were applied for the whole structure and the calcium ions
were used. The four glutamate residues in the selectivity
filter (Glu363, Glu706, Glu1135, and Glu1464) were charged with
CHARMm-based algorithm [39].The systemwas neutralized
by adding an appropriate number of counter ions.Themodel
was completed with the addition of the two calcium cations
coordinatedwith the charged glutamate residues in selectivity
filter.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sequence Alignment. Beside the choice of the reference,
the accuracy of the alignment is the most crucial step in
assuring the quality of the homology modeling. An accurate
sequence alignment between the model and the template
proteins is essential to achieve high quality models. Voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels are members of a gene superfamily of
transmembrane ion channel proteins that includes voltage-
gated K+ and Na+ channels. Ca2+ channels share structural
similarities with K+ and Na+ channels in that they possess a
pore-forming 𝛼

1
subunit in four repeats of a domain with six

transmembrane-spanning segments that include the voltage-
sensing S4 segment and the pore-forming (P) region. As
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no atomic resolution images of calcium channel structures
exist, much has been learnt about their structure since the
recent determination of crystal structures of a number of
potassium channels [40, 41]. The 𝛼

1
subunit contains four

repeated domains (I–IV), each of which includes six trans-
membrane segments (S1–S6) and a membrane associated
loop (the “P-loop”) between segments S5 and S6. The four
repeated domains are also remarkably similar to those known
to form the voltage-gated potassium channels. However,
potassium 𝛼

1
subunit is homotetramer and calcium channel

is heterotetramer. PotassiumchannelKcsA (PDBcode 2A9H)
has been selected to be the template. Amino acid sequences
of S5, S6, and P-loops in between for the four repeats (I–
IV) (262–413, 645–760, 1023–1173, and 1354–1483, resp.) of
voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel subunit alpha-1C
(code CAC1C HUMAN Q13936 isoform 20) were used for
sequence alignment with the amino acid sequence of KcsA
as proposed by Zhorov et al. [34], where S6 segments of LCC
are aligned with M2 segments of KcsA in a manner similar
to the alignment of the Na+ channel with KcsA described by
Lipkind and Fozzard [42] and S5s were aligned with the M1
segment of KcsA as proposed by Huber et al. [43] and the P-
loops were aligned using MULTALIN server [44]. Proteins
that fold into similar structures can have large differences in
the size and shape of residues at equivalent positions. These
changes are tolerated not only because of replacements or
movements in nearby side chains, as explored by Ponder
and Richards, but also as a result of shifts in the backbone
[30]. For a more flexible inspection, the sequence of each
repeat was organized as S5, S6, and P-loop, allowing easier
corrections (c.f.Table 1). The amino acid sequence of repeats
I and III has long extracellular loop which would reduce
the quality of the generated model, so amino acid sequences
(300–342 and 1083–1116) were excluded from repeats I and
III, respectively. Since the template is 88 residues shorter than
the target protein, gapswere inserted to achieve best sequence
similarity and identity without affecting sequence alignment
proposed byZhorov et al. [34].The greatest attentionwas thus
paid to the careful construction of transmembrane helices S5
and S6 and P-loop as well.

3.2. Construction of the DHP Receptor Model. Although the
two proteins have low sequence identity of 9.5% and sequence
similarity of 29.2%, the MODELLER program was applied to
generate satisfactory models. As an integral process of model
building, initial refinement of the loop conformation after
model generation was automatically performed by MOD-
ELER Loop Refinement-DOPE-Loop method during the
process. The model achieved from the alignments by Zhorov
et al. [34] was subjected to extensive loop optimization. This
procedure is based on the idea that transmembrane helices
are much less flexible than loops, thus permitting to produce
a sounder core alignment if the integrity of the helices is
conserved. On the contrary, the more volatile loops can bear
the more important difference between the coordinates of
the reference and the model. When a homology model is
created, there are parts of the model sequence which are not
aligned to any template structures. For these sections, no

homology restraints (such as C𝛼-C𝛼 distance restraints) can
be applied.These parts of the structure generally have greater
errors compared to the regions which are modeled based on
a template structure. In attempts to reduce these errors, a
CHARMm-based protocol that optimizes the conformation
of a contiguous segment (i.e., a loop) of a protein structure
called loop refinement was applied [38]. This is based on
systematic conformational sampling of the loop backbone
and CHARMm energy minimization. The algorithm goes
through three stages: construction and optimization of loop
backbone, construction of loop side-chain, and optimization
of loop followed by reranking of the conformations. The
model was then checked after a thorough energy minimiza-
tion designed to reduce the steric clashes of the side chains
without modifying the backbone of the protein to solve
these contacts. To avoid modification of the backbone of
the protein, the optimization of the geometry of side chain
was performed with constraining the backbone. After the
optimization, models were checked to assess the quality of
their structure.

3.3. Model Evaluation. To assess stereochemical quality and
structural integrity of the model, RAMPAGE [45], ERRAT
[46], MolProbity [47–49], ProSA [50, 51], and Verify3D
[30, 52] software were used. For comparison, these methods
were also used to evaluate the template structure, and then
each repeat was examined separately by means of ProSA.
RAMPAGE is an offshoot of RAPPER which generates a
Ramachandran plot using data derived by Lovell et al. [45]. It
is recommended that it be used for this purpose in preference
to PROCHECK, which is based on much older data. The
Ramachandran diagram plots phi versus psi dihedral angels
for each residue in the protein. The diagram is divided into
favored, allowed, and disallowed regions, whose contouring
is based on density-dependent smoothing for 81234 non-
Glycine, non-Proline residues with B < 30 from 500 high-
resolution protein structures. Regions are also defined for
Glycine, Proline, and pre-Proline as shown in Figures 2 and
3.

ERRAT is a protein structure verification algorithm, that
is, especially well-suited for differentiating between correctly
and incorrectly determined regions of protein structures
based on characteristic atomic interactions [46]. Different
types of atoms (C, N, and O) are distributed nonrandomly
with respect to each other in proteins because of energetic
and geometric effects. Errors in model building lead to more
randomized distributions of the different atom types, which
can be distinguished from correct distributions by statistical
methods. The program works by analyzing the statistics of
nonbonded interactions between different atom types. A
single output plot is produced that gives the value of the error
function versus position of a 9-residue sliding window. In
comparison with statistics from highly refined structures, the
error values have been calibrated to give confidence limits.
The program provides an “overall quality factor” value which
is defined as the percentage of the protein for which the
calculated error value falls below the 95% statistical rejection
limit (c.f. Table 2). The ERRAT overall quality factors of
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Table 2: Assessment scores for the DHP receptor model compared to the template.

Items Model Template Comment
ERRAT 77.37 86.24 ERRAT overall quality factor
ProSA −3.66 −3.63 ProSA Z-score as average of the four repeats

Verify3D 66.46% (W) 69.39% (W)
Percentage of residues with Verify3D average score > 0.2; Verify3D overall
assessment of the structure (P = pass, W = warning, or F = fail) shown in
parentheses

Ψ

𝜑

0

0

180

180
−180

−180

General/pre-pro/proline favoured
Glycine favoured
General/pre-pro/proline allowed
Glycine allowed

Figure 2: Ramachandran plot. The plot of DHP receptor model
shows that 92.9% of residues were found in the favored, 7.1% in the
allowed, and none in the outlier regions.

the model and template are given. The ERRAT score of
the model was lower than that of template. This is not
surprising since the model has longer loops than template.
This method provides a useful tool for model building,
structure verification, and making decisions about reliability.
A more reliable discrimination of incorrect regions would
likely be obtained by combining the present analysis with
others.

ProSA and Verify3D are two methods that are sensitive
in distinguishing between overall correct fold and those
with an incorrect fold [53]. ProSA-Protein Structure Analysis
program is a diagnostic tool that is based on the statistical
analysis of all available protein structures [50, 51]. It is a
tool widely used to check 3D models of protein structures
for potential errors. Its range of application includes error
recognition in experimentally determined structures [54,
55], theoretical models [56, 57], and protein engineering
[58, 59]. The energy of the structure is evaluated using a

distance-based pair potential and a potential that captures
the solvent exposure of protein residues. From these energies,
two characteristics are derived and displayed: Z-score and a
plot of residue energies. The Z-score indicates overall model
quality and measures the deviation of the total energy of
the structure with respect to an energy distribution derived
from random conformations. Z-scores outside a range char-
acteristic of native proteins indicate erroneous structures.
The overall quality score calculated by ProSA for a specific
structure is displayed in a plot that shows the scores computed
from all experimentally determined protein chains currently
available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Structures which
contain errors are likely to have Z-score outside the range
of values characteristic of native proteins [50, 51]. Table 2
lists the Z-score calculated by ProSA (as average of the
four repeats Z-score) for the model and compared against
the template. The Z-scores for the model and template are
much closer to the middle region of scores observed for
experimentally determined protein structures in the PDB
including the template structure. The energy plot shows the
local model quality by plotting energies as a function of
amino acid sequence. In general, positive values correspond
to problematic or erroneous parts of themodel (c.f. Figure 4).

Verify3D analyzes the compatibility of an atomic model
(3D) with its own amino acid sequence (1D) and hence
tests the accuracy of the model. Each residue is assigned a
structural class based on its location and environment. The
environments are described by the area of the residue buried
in the protein and inaccessible to solvent, the fraction of side-
chain area that is covered by polar atoms (O and N), and the
local secondary structure. Based on these parameters, each
residue position is categorized into an environmental class.
In this manner, a 3D protein structure is converted into a 1D
string, like a sequence, which represents the environmental
class of each residue in the folded protein structure. A
collection of good structures is used as a reference to obtain
a score for each of the 20 amino acids in this structural
class. The scores of a sliding 21-residue window are added
and plotted for individual residues.Thismethod evaluates the
fitness of a protein sequence in its current 3D environment. It
can be applied to assess the quality of a theoretical model or
to examine the characteristics of an experimental structure
[30, 52]. The model was evaluated and compared with the
template. The model and the template had the same rating
and the percentage of the model was comparable to that of
the template. Table 2 shows the percentage of residues that
had an average score > 0.2 and the Verify3D assessment
of the structure (pass, warning, or fail) for the model and
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Figure 3: Ramachandran plot. The plot shows general, glycine, pre-proline, and proline for DHP receptor model and no outlier was seen.

template. Figure 5 shows the Verify3D profile for the model
structure. Residueswith a score over 0.2 should be considered
reliable and the sequences exhibiting lower scores are those of
extracellular loops.

MolProbity is a program for quality validation of 3D
structures of proteins, nucleic acids, and complexes [47–49].
It provides detailed all-atom contact analysis of any steric

problems within the molecules and can calculate and display
the H-bond and van der Waals contacts in the interfaces
between components. Using the method of Lovell et al. [45],
torsion angles are plotted on four Ramachandran plots—
“general” for all non-Pro and non-Gly residues, “Gly”, “Pro”,
and “pre-Pro” for residues preceding Pro. MolProbity also
determines C𝛽 deviations and the distance from themodeled
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Figure 4: ProSA plot. Each repeat was examined separately. (a) ProSA Z-scores for DHP receptor model (left) template (right) and the
complete PDB as a function of protein length. Blue and sky blue dots are Z-scores of PDB structures determined by X-ray crystallography
and NMR, respectively; (b) ProSA energy profiles for DHP receptor model (four repeats) and (c) ProSA energy profiles for template (four
repeats). Negative scores indicate a high quality model.
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Table 3: MolProbity assessment of DHP receptor model compared to the template.

Items Model Template Comment

Favored 91.67 81.32 Percentage of residues with phi-psi angle combinations that lie in the favored
regions of the Ramachandran plots

Allowed 7.9 17.1
Percentage of residues with phi-psi angle combinations that lie in the allowed
regions of the Ramachandran plots (outside the favored regions but not in the
disallowed regions)

Outliers 0.43 1.58
Percentage of residues with phi-psi angle combinations that lie in the disallowed
regions of the Ramachandran plots; the actual number of outlier residues is shown
in parentheses

C𝛽 30.27 0 Number of residues with C𝛽 deviations ≥ 0.25Å

Bond length 0 0 Percentage of backbone bond lengths > 4 standard deviations from the accepted
values

Bond angle 0.25 0 Percentage of backbone bond angles > 4 standard deviations from the accepted
values

Clash-score 40.52 4.14 Number of atomic clashes per 1000 atoms
Percentile 8 96 Percentile rank compared to structures in the PDB within a similar resolution range
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Figure 5: Verify3D score profile calculated forDHP receptormodel.
Scores over 0.2 indicate a high quality model.

C𝛽 position to the ideal position calculated from backbone
coordinates. C𝛽 deviation is actually a measure of geometric
nonideality around C𝛼 that often indicates incompatibility
between side chain and main chain conformations [45, 48].
C𝛽 deviations of ≥0.25 Å are often correlated with some form
of local misfitting in the model [47].

Finally, MolProbity provides a clash score as a result of
an all-atom contact analysis which is performed after adding
hydrogen atoms, both polar and nonpolar, to a structure
[47]. When non-donor-acceptor atoms overlap by more than
0.4 Å, at least one of the two atoms must be modeled
incorrectly. A clash at this location is noted and incorporated
into the clash score, which is simply the number of clashes
per 1000 atoms. A structure’s clash score percentile rank,
compared to structures in the PDBwithin a similar resolution
range, is also calculated. Percentile score for the template and
the model was calculated as shown in Table 3.

Neither the template nor the model had >98% of residues
in the favored regions, but the percentages for the model
were better compared to those of the templates. The model
had outlier 0.43% compared to the template that has 1.58%.
All bond lengths were deemed acceptable by MolProbity,
being within 4 standard deviations of the values determined

by Engh and Huber [60]. It is expected that a modeled
or experimentally determined structure should have <0.1%
of bond angles that differ from the accepted values, but
the model had percentage above this value. The elevated
percentage is due to residues in the extracellular loops away
from the core of the model structure. MolProbity provides
a count of residues for which the C𝛽 position deviates by
≥0.25 Å from the ideal position; ideally there should be no
such residues in a structure. This is the case only for the
template. There are 30.27 C𝛽 deviations in the model, likely
indicating geometric problems around the alpha carbons, but
again they are away from the core of the model structure, in
the terminal residues of each chain and in the extracellular
loops. The models had rather high clash scores, putting
the structures of no higher than the 8 percentile for PDB
structures at all resolutions. This clearly points to structural
problems in the homologymodel since atomic clashes cannot
occur in actual molecules. It is not surprising that the quality
of the homology model would be lowest in the regions where
model sequence has a lower degree of identity with the
template.

Taken together, all of the above data indicate that the
quality of the model is similar to that of the template. The
model can be used for further computer-aided drug design
(CADD) and it can be used in understanding howDHPwork
at the molecular level.

3.4. Selectivity Filter “Calcium Cofactor”. The pore-forming
alpha-1 subunit of L-type voltage-gated Ca2+ channel con-
tains Ca2+ binding site that is allosterically coupled to the
receptor site for DHP calcium antagonists. Permeation of
Ca2+ through the pore of the calcium channel is thought
to require the binding of two calcium ions. The first ion
binds and blocks the pore while the second binds and allows
permeation [61]. Glutamate residues in the pore of the Ca2+
channel are required to bind one Ca2+ ion for generating
the high affinity state for DHP antagonists. Four glutamate
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Figure 6: 3D structure of DHP receptor model. (a) Superimposition between template (green) and the model of DHP receptor (red), line
ribbon presentation; (b) C alpha stick presentation of 3D structure of DHP receptor model showing the two calcium ions position; (c)
selectivity filter glutamate residues make salt bridge with calcium ions (green CPK style).

residues are involved in the selectivity filter. Two calcium ions
are incorporated. One calcium ionmakes salt bridge between
Glu363 and Glu1464. The other one makes salt bridge between
Glu706 and Glu1135. The distance between the carboxylic
group and calcium ion ranges from 2.219 Å to 3.993 Å, as
shown in Figure 6.

3.5. Structure Activity Relationship Assessment. The presence
of 1,4-DHP ring, as an essentialmoiety for calcium antagonist
activity, has been assured in many literatures [20, 62]. Some
investigations revealed that dihydropyrimidine ring could be
used in place of 1,4-DHP ring [63]. Both 1,4-DHP and dihy-
dropyrimidine rings adopt boat conformation with hydrogen
atom attached to Sp3-hybridized nitrogen. Ring oxidation
or N1 substitution abolishes activity. Oxidation of the ring,
protonation of N1, or substitution at this position changes
boat conformation and the position of hydrogen bonding. So,
this hydrogen atom is involved in a direct interactionwith the
receptor.N–Hat position-1 is a hydrogen bonddonor.Hydro-
gen bond acceptors in the receptor involve Thr1036, Tyr1149,

and Tyr1460. The first two residues (Thr1036 and Tyr1149) were
found to be essential forDHP binding sincemutations T1036Y
and Y1149A result in no binding with DHP. Interestingly,
mutation of threonine to tyrosine only replaces aliphatic
hydroxyl group with aromatic one which postulates that not
only is the hydroxyl group required for interaction but also its
position is crucial. Tyrosine phenyl group is bulky and would
disrupt the DHP interaction site [64]. Tyr1149 makes H-bond
with the N–H group of DHP ring [34, 65], while Thr1036
was found to be important for the integrity of interaction
site and not involved in a direct interaction with DHPs
[64].

Substitution at 2,6-positions of 1,4-DHP ring should be
lower alkyl group [20, 62]; however, recent studies revealed
that one bulky group like phenyl group at C-6 position
increased activity and selectivity due to its interaction with
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Figure 7: Structures of some DHP receptor modulators: (a) (S)-Bay K8644 (agonist); (b) (R)-Bay K8644 (antagonist); (c) amlodipine;
(d) dihydropyrimidine (general structure); (e) highly active compound with phenyl substituent at C-6 position; and (f) 1,4-DHPs general
structure showing the orientation of affinity axis (axis 1) and chirality-activity axis (axis 2) on the boat conformation.

high lipophilic pocket in the receptor. These lipophilic
aromatic substituents attached to the C-6 position of 1,4-
DHP ring are supposed to improve penetration into organs;
these compounds are more active as compared with similar
compounds that contain methyl moiety in C-6 position (c.f.
Figure 7). On the other hand, the activity data indicate a
decrease in activity when the methyl group at C-2 position
is replaced by a phenyl substituent [66]. This observation of
decreasing activity is in contrast to the effect of increasing
lipophilicity. This is due to the increase in steric hindrance
by phenyl group. So, there is a challenge to make a suitable
balance between lipophilicity and steric hindrance for the
calcium channel antagonist activity of DHPs [22]. The C-2
methyl substituent makes lipophilic interaction with Ile1050,
while C-6 position can tolerate bulkier groups. The phenyl
group can be accommodated by a highly lipophilic pocket in
the receptor. One amino group is tolerated and can increase
activity due to hydrogen bonding with the receptor and
plasma protein which leads to slow dissociation from the
receptor and from blood, respectively. The amino group at
C-2, such as amlodipine, imparts aqueous solubility and
ionization at physiological pH [67].

Ester groups at C-3 and C-5 positions show optimum
activity. Ester group is involved in coordination with glu-
tamate residues through calcium ion bridge, a part of

selectivity filter. Absence of calcium ion greatly decreases
DHP binding to the receptor [61]. Replacement of C-3
ester with ketone or nitrile group greatly reduces activity
due to replacement of bidentate chelating ester group with
monodentate chelating ketone group andnonchelating nitrile
group. The presence of electron-withdrawing groups shows
decreased antagonistic activity and may even show agonist
activity. R and S Bay K8644 are evidence on dual 1,4-DHP
functional activity, agonist and antagonist. The lipophilic
gate bracelet (Met1158, Leu397, Leu745, and Ile1468) acts as a
barrier that regulates the channel activity. Lipophilic gate
bracelet and hydrophilic selectivity filter integrate the recep-
tor ability to recognize difference between enantiomers. This
would form enantiomeric selectivity axis (c.f. Figure 7).
Enantiomeric selectivity of the channel is due to different
nature of its active site between lipophilic gate bracelet
and hydrophilic selectivity filter. On Bay K8644, C-3 ester
lipophilic substitution results in antagonist activity while
hydrophilic groups like nitrile or nitro group result in agonist
activity.

C-4 substitution with heteroaromatic ring shows higher
activity than compoundswith alkyl or cycloalkyl substituents.
Heteroaromatic rings are engaged in ring-to-ring interac-
tion with Tyr4311. The first aromatic ring used was ortho-
nitrophenyl as shown by the prototype nifedipine. Other
heteroaromatic rings were used such as imidazole [68–72],
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2,1,3-benzoxadiazole [73], 2,3-methylenebisoxybenzene [74],
5-phenylisoxazole [75], chloroindole [76], chlorobenzene
[77], and 2,3-dichlorobenzene [78].

Compounds with ortho- or meta-substitution of
electron-withdrawing nature possess optimum activity,
while para-substitution shows decrease in activity
according to its electronic and steric effect. The
importance of the ortho- and meta-substituents is to
“lock” the conformation of the 1,4-DHP such that the
C-4 position aromatic ring is perpendicular to the 1,4-
DHP ring. This perpendicular conformation has been
proposed to be essential for the activity of the 1,4-DHPs
[79].

From the above discussions, the 1,4-DHPs structure
has two axes: affinity axis and chirality-activity axis (c.f.
Figure 8). Affinity axis is in charge of binding to the
receptor and consists of N-H group and C-4 position
aromatic substitution. Chirality-activity axis is composed
of the two ester functional groups of substituents at C-3
and C-5 positions of the DHP ring. It is responsible for
distinguishing the activity, agonist and antagonist, and also
enantiomeric selectivity; that is, some enantiomers are more
active than the others. The two axes are cross not parallel
(c.f. Figures 7 and 8).

4. Conclusions and Future Directions

Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels play an integral role in the
entry of calcium ions into excitable cells which are involved
in many physiological and pathological calcium-dependent
processes. 3D structure model of L-type calcium channel
alpha-1 subunit with similar quality to the template has
been developed and validated. It can be used in further
computer-aided drug design (CADD) for predicting and
rationalizing 1,4-DHPs activity. 1,4-DHPs calcium channel
modulators are used as antihypertensive and antianginal
agents.Their structure-activity relationshipwas reviewed and
discussed in detail in an attempt to clear how they modulate
calcium channel activity. As future tasks, the available DHPs
structures will be used to map the active site in approach to
further understand themechanism of action at themolecular
level.
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